
JumpCrew unites and strengthens 
their growing team of managers

Case Study



Introduction 
 

JumpCrew is a rising acquisition marketing and sales solutions company that values 
meaningful connections in both their business strategy and within their 
high-performing teams.  

At a young company with offices nationwide, JumpCrew Managers operate in an 
intensive, fast-paced environment. This left them with limited opportunities to 
engage in learning and development, or even to connect with their peers. The 
managerial workforce felt disconnected, as well as out of sync with the company’s 
vision and culture.  

Through Circles, JumpCrew offered managers a retreat from their intensive 
schedules - a safe space where they could openly discuss their challenges and 
engage on a deeper level with their peers.  

The goals of the Circles program were: 

● Building relationships - unite diverse department managers through 
engaging, in-depth discussions. 

● Conscientious leadership - create high-performing leaders that drive 
company culture and values. 

● Individual growth  - promote an environment of continued learning and 
self-improvement. 

As a result, participants felt connected 
through shared struggles and 
aspirations—creating a lasting sense of 
unity. It also improved their confidence as 
managers and empowered them to 
cultivate the company vision and values 
within their own teams. 

Some of the key results reported by Circles 
participants and facilitators included: 

● Built long-lasting connections across a rapidly growing workforce 
● Developed the skills and confidence needed to emulate company values 
● Fostered a comfortable environment for continued learning 
● Highlighted participants with clear leadership potential 
● Aided in talent retention and future promotion to leadership roles  
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Connecting people to accelerate leadership 

Once a month, 15 participants (the vast majority of whom are front-line managers) 
gathered to share their personal and professional obstacles within JumpCrew.  

They were divided into three cross-functional groups and assigned a Circles 
facilitator, who guided them through two initial sessions. For the proceeding four 
sessions, actual participants acted as the Circle facilitators. 

Each 75-minute session followed a prescribed agenda based on pre-reading. The 
first session focused on the “power of vulnerability,” while the next four sessions 
revolved around themes described in the book Radical Leap . These themes 
encouraged challenge exploration based on four leadership principles: Love, 
Energy, Audacity, and Proof. The sixth and final session centered on storytelling, 
where participants shared their experiences around a common theme through 
4-minute stories to reflect on lessons learned and to draw valuable feedback from 
their peers. 

Throughout the program, Circles’ facilitators promoted each session as a safe and 
comfortable environment, where participants could be vulnerable and honestly 
discuss their struggles as managers at JumpCrew.  

Lastly, participants received surveys at the end of each session and after the 
program was completed to evaluate Manager Circles. This feedback helped both 
JumpCrew and Circles assess the quality of the agenda and influence future 
iterations.   
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Unifying the workforce through shared culture and values 

Manager Circles allowed participants to disconnect from their day-to-day stresses 
and immerse themselves in a safe space dedicated simply to learning. Participants 
embraced this time to be open and honest, collaborate with their peers and learn to 
grow the company as a single unified team.  

“We want to create a culture of ongoing learning,” said David Pachter, Founder and 
Chairman of JumpCrew, “Building learning agility is critical to our success and 
peer-learning is a way for people to learn together.”  

According to survey results, participant-facilitators played a vital role in helping 
participants step beyond their comfort zone. They made participants “feel safe,” 
encouraged them to “open up with each other” and “grow as a team.'' Participants 
also felt having a facilitator held them accountable, allowed them to “focus on 
in-depth exploration,” and influenced their own ability to lead effective group 
discussions. 

“Facilitators give participants skills they didn’t have when they got here.” said 
Cassandra Wit, who leads operations at JumpCrew. “The training provides people 
with a new level of confidence they bring to their own teams.”  

Through Circles, participants gained a deeper understanding not only of their role 
within the company, but also of its founding culture and values. For JumpCrew 

executives, Manager Circles helped 
them identify the next generation of 
leaders based on their level of 
involvement. Since the end of the first 
iteration, a significant number of 
participants have been promoted to 
leadership roles within the company. 

With the success of Manager Circles, 
JumpCrew is now extending the 

benefits of meaningful discussion and in-depth engagement to their general 
employee population. Through a General Staff Forum supported by Circles and 
focused on the company’s core values, JumpCrew continues to promote a culture 
of ongoing learning and accelerate their growth through unified, high-performing 
teams. 
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About Circles 

 
There’s a larger movement growing around us. Technology has done wonders to 
bring the world closer together and overwhelm us with opportunities to learn. Yet, 
despite having more connections than ever, we have also never been lonelier. The 
missing ingredient is depth. 

 
We believe that peer learning is the key to restoring depth and meaning to our 
professional and personal relationships. 
 
Circles has developed a complete system to scale peer learning across 
organizations. The system consists of three elements: 
 

● Circles process - built through years of expert research around what makes 
peer learning work 

● Circles platform  - the video conferencing technology built to reinforce peer 
learning best practices  

● Our people - available to facilitate and design effective circles 
 
We’ve partnered with progressive, people-centric organizations such as Salesforce, 
Square and Harvard Business School to help extend and cement leadership 
development.  

 
To learn more, visit our website  or contact us .  
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https://www.circl.es/
https://www.circl.es/about

